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Description
I suggest to add a new column to the Configuration/DVB Ipunts/Services page. This field should contain the list of three letter
abbreviations of the available audio track languages for each DVB service. An example: "eng, ger, swe"
Currently the audio track information can be checked by clicking on the info button of any service. However it can be done one by
one only. This new column would let the user to quickly filter the complete DVB Service list and show only those services which have
the selected audio language.
I assume this change needs low effort since the information is already available on the page. It is more or less a change in how to
present this information IMO. On the other hand it would be a very useful feature and would speed up the channel list preparation
work a lot.
History
#1 - 2016-10-23 13:43 - saen acro
Good idea with strange result.
Scan at time X: film with lot of languages
Scan at time Y: news emission on only one language
Scenario for this problem will be very complicated
#2 - 2016-10-23 16:55 - Akos Sz
Thanks for your response. I see your point, however not sure if this is a frequent situation.
I guess the audio track configuration is static in most of the cases. e.g if you check kingofsat tables they also show the list of audio languages.
#3 - 2019-01-23 07:58 - Zsolt D
Good idea. It would be good to implement.
#4 - 2019-01-24 11:54 - Jaroslav Kysela
- Target version set to 4.4
#5 - 2021-02-20 22:32 - Flole Systems
- Target version changed from 4.4 to 4.6
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